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surprise that a low- level sensorimotor 
manipulation systematically influences 
the behavior in a task only implicitly 
evoking the notion of number 
magnitude. However, sensory and 
motor processes, which have originally 
evolved for basic interactions with 
the environment, are reportedly 
exploited during abstract cognition 
[15]. Intriguingly, as head turning can 
influence one’s spontaneous spatial 
exploration, it also appears to affect 
predictably the apparent spontaneity of 
‘random’ numerical choices.
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Male fiddler crabs (Uca mjoebergi) 
produce highly synchronized 
courtship waves. Is this a cooperative 
behaviour because females 
preferentially approach groups 
that wave synchronously? Or is it a 
competitive behaviour because of 
female choice for males that wave 
first, with the resultant selection 
on males generating synchrony as 
an epiphenomenon [1]? To find an 
answer we used robotic male crabs to 
measure female mating preferences. 
We show that females do not prefer 
males waving in synchrony, but they 
strongly prefer males that wave 
first (‘leaders’). Synchrony therefore 
appears to be a by-product of 
competitive interactions between 
males.

Synchronized male sexual 
advertisement is a spectacular 
phenomenon occurring in several 
taxa. It almost always involves 
acoustic or bioluminescent 
signals [1]. There are two main 
explanations for its occurrence. 
First, synchronization is 
cooperative if females prefer 
synchronous groups so that all male 
participants potentially benefit. 
This could explain synchronized 
bioluminescence for long-range 
attraction by fireflies. Second, when 
two acoustic signals are produced 
in rapid succession, receivers often 
respond more strongly to leaders 
than followers (‘precedence effect’) 
[2,3]. Game theory modelling 
shows that selection on signal 
timing to increase the likelihood 
of leadership generates synchrony 
as an epiphenomenon. This 
mechanism can successfully explain 
synchronous acoustic choruses 
[4,5]. The precedence effect has, 
however, only been demonstrated 
for acoustic signals and the 
proximate mechanisms implicated 
(for example, call masking) are not 
necessarily applicable to other 
sensory modalities [2,3].

To date, we lack direct evidence 
that a standard visual signal based 
on reflected light that is produced 
synchronously by courting males 
has arisen either because of a 
female preference for synchronous 
groups or through a precedence 
effect. In fiddler crabs, however, 
where neighbouring males wave 
their claws in tight synchrony to 
attract females, there is a positive 
correlation between leadership and 
attractiveness [6]. This suggests 
that the precedence effect promotes 
synchrony, but experimental 
evidence for this is lacking [7]. We 
therefore built four robotic fiddler 
crabs that resemble courting males 
(see Supplemental data available 
on-line with this issue) to investigate 
synchrony in U. mjoebergi in 
Darwin, Australia. Mate-searching 
females approach a cluster of males 
and enter one male’s burrow. If 
suitable, they stay and mate [8]. 
For 24 females we measured wave 
synchrony between the visited male 
and his nearest neighbour as α =  
[(tn − tv)/Tv] x 360° (tn – tv = time 
between wave onset by the 
neighbour and visited male; Tv is the 
interval between successive waves 
by the visited male) [4]. Synchrony is 
perfect if α = 0° or 360° and there is 
perfect alternation if α = 180°. In  
U. mjoebergi there is tight synchrony 
(α = 5.2° ± 6.8° s.e.; Rayleigh’s test, 
Z = 17.1, P < 0.0001) (Figure 1A; see 
also Supplemental Movie S1).

Mate choice trials were conducted 
in the field. In each experiment one 
pair of robotic crabs was set up 
40 cm from a second pair (robots 
5 cm apart within pairs). All robots 
had identical wave rates. We then 
captured a burrowless female and 
placed her under a cup equidistant 
between the pairs. After acclimation, 
we released her and noted which 
robot she approached. Females 
exhibited behaviour characteristic of 
mate choice during their approach, 
such as typical jerky movements 
(Supplemental Movie S2). We only 
scored a trial if the female saw all 
four robots wave at least twice 
before choosing. P-values are from 
binomial tests (n = 40 females/
experiment).

We first offered females a choice 
between a synchronous pair (α = 0°) 
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Figure 1. Synchronous waving and female choice in fiddler crabs. 

(A) Natural courtship wave synchrony (α values; see text) between a female-visited male and his nearest neighbours (n = 24 females). (B) Propor-
tion of females that approached the synchronously or asynchronously waving pair (n = 40 females), for the asynchronous leader-follower pair 
α = 60°. (C) As for (B) but α = 30°.
and a pair producing alternating 
waves (α = 180°). Females did  
not prefer the synchronous pair 
(19 versus 21; P = 0.88). However, 
alternation in one pair results in a 
leader–follower relationship between 
pairs: each male in the synchronous 
pair is a follower for one male 
of the asynchronous pair and a 
leader for the other male of the 
asynchronous pair (α = 90° and 270°). 
We therefore gave females another 
choice ensuring perfect three-way 
alternation between a synchronous 
pair and two asynchronous males 
(see Supplementary data for 
graphical representation of wave 
timing). Again, females did not prefer 
the synchronous pair (18 versus 22;  
P = 0.64). This design, however, 
always creates a leader and follower 
within the asynchronous pair 
(α = 120°). Interestingly, females that 
approached the asynchronous pair 
significantly preferred the leader 
(17 versus 5; P = 0.017). In two 
subsequent experiments we ensured 
that one male in the asynchronous 
pair had waves that alternated 
with those of the synchronous 
pair, but reduced the within-pair 
leader– follower relationship to  
α = 60° then α = 30°. Females did 
not prefer synchrony (P = 0.08 and 
0.88), but still preferred the leader 
whenever they approached the 
asynchronous pair (P = 0.009 and 
0.001) (Figure 1B,C).

Our experiments show that, 
despite appearances, synchrony 
is not favoured because male 
U. mjoebergi cooperate to wave 
in synchrony. The trend was for 
females to more often approach an 
asynchronous pair (pooled data: 
P = 0.13). However, females that 
approached a leader–follower pair 
strongly preferred the leader. This 
preference was equally strong when 
α was 120°, 60° or 30° (χ² = 0.67, 
P = 0.71). The degree of synchrony 
(α) at which females no longer prefer 
or detect leaders is unknown but 
must be <30°. Interestingly, real 
males whose burrows were visited 
by mate-searching females were not 
leaders relative to their neighbour 
(Wilcoxon test, Z = 1.23, P = 0.22, 
n = 24). This suggests that highly 
synchronised waving by males 
in nature (α ≈ 5°) has eliminated 
a readily detectable precedence 
effect.

The most plausible explanation 
for synchrony is that it is an 
epiphenomenon of selection on 
males to adjust signal timing 
because females prefer leaders 
[1,4,5]. Previously, explanations that 
relied on this ‘precedence effect’ 
only seemed relevant for acoustically 
signalling species [2,3]. Here we 
have shown experimentally that this 
effect is also relevant for a visual 
signal based on reflected light. Our 
findings raise broader questions 
about the neurobiology and 
psychophysics of the precedence 
effect. Specifically, is there a simple 
biological constraint (akin to the 
refractory period after perception 
of an acoustic signal), or has there 
been selection on females to prefer 
leaders because leadership conveys 
fitness-enhancing information about 
male quality? 
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